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OCTOBER 26TH MEETING TO BE HELD
AT THE  SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PLANETARIUM

September Meeting Makes
Contact with Hollywood

Continued on Page 3

     The September 28th Regular
Meeting was called to order by
Mike Pendley at 7 P.M..
Tonight’s meeting featured our
Socorro TAAS members, Dave
Finley and Jon Spargo.  Dave
Finley spoke first, and began
with a VLA update.  First, he re-
ported a negative observation
of a Gamma Ray Burster using
the VLA.  Dave next spoke
about the VLA Sky Survey- a
high resolution radio map of
the sky.  This will be available
over the Internet.  Next, Dave
nutshelled the VLA contribu-
tion to the Galileo Mission.  Di-
rectly using the weak seven
watt (!) signal the atmospheric
probe emitted as it parachuted

into Jupiter’s atmosphere, VLA
scientists were able to obtain
about eight minutes of wind
speed data!  The probe entered
transversely to the VLA line of
sight, so it gave “back and
forth” wind velocities.  This was
a real coup.

     Next Dave briefed us on up-
coming missions for the VLA.
The Very Long Baseline Inter-
ferometer Astrometry research
should yield positional data on
stars of such accuracy so as to
find more planets.  Recall that
Dale Frail found the first extra-
solar planet using radiometric
techniques!  Next, Dave told us

Go Directly to the Planetarium

The Santa Fe Community Col-
lege Planetarium will be the
venue for the October 26 TAAS
Regular
Meeting.
Go
directly to
SFCC, not Regener Hall!  We will
meet at 7 P.M.- as usual- at the
west end, upper level of the col-

lege.  Thus, leave Albuquerque
by 6 P.M.!  To get to SFCC, take
I-25 north, exit onto

Cerrillos Rd. and head north-
east.  Go past three stoplights,
past Villa Linda Mall, and

quickly make the first right
turn onto Rodeo Rd.  Travel
one mile east on Rodeo to the

third stop light and turn south
onto Richards Ave. Take
Richards 2.6 miles south to the
College.  You will cross under
I-25 on Richards south.

     This is a bit different from
our usual Regener Hall lec-
tures, but it’ll be worth the
drive.  Lisa Wood will give the
presentation.  She will either
present one of her commercial
shows, or her own night sky
presentation, or a little of both.
In any case, you will very
much enjoy a relaxing evening
under the stars indoors.

     There will be classrooms
open, and if possible, I will
show my photos of the recent
lunar eclipse.  I’ll have my
scope with me for show and
tell or observing.  Everyone is
welcome!  You’ll find this a
very enjoyable evening.  Con-
tact Kevin McKeown at 254-
9117 or Mike Pendley at 296-
0549 if you have questions.

—Kevin McKeown
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PRESIDENT’S UPDATE

—Mike Pendley

New Faces and Opportunities

Triple Trip
Accomplished!

     On September 21, 1996, TAAS
members Linda Hixon, the
Pendleys, Kevin McKeown, the
Galthers, plus several others jour-
neyed to the Alamogordo area for
the Triple Trip.  There was plenty
to do and see, and I believe only
the Pendleys achieved  nirvana,
because they toured Sunspot,
Apache Point, and IMAX at the
Space Museum.

     The Sunspot tour was kindly re-
ported to me by Linda Hixon.  She
first saw a very good slide show,
and then a tour of the vacuum so-
lar telescope.  The slides included
a discussion of solar physics and
structure, and views that included
the solar surface in various wave-
lengths, granulation, flares, sun-
spots, magnetic fields, and loops.
Linda pointed out that the highway
to Sunspot is the only four digit
numbered road in America: this is
highway 6563.   If you know the sig-
nificance, you win... nothing.  Ac-
tually, the wavelength of hydrogen
alpha light is 6563 angstroms.  By
the way, the big solar telescope
showed no sunspots what-so-ever
that Saturday.

     Because Linda took the two
hour “all you can eat” Sunspot tour,
she missed the Apache Point tour
kindly given by astronomer Bruce
Gillespie, and reported to me by
Mike Pendley.  I showed up a bit
late.  We first toured the 2.5 meter
reflector that will be part of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, which
will start later this year.  Using CCD
devices, this survey will vastly up-
date the famous Palomar Sky Sur-

Continued on Page 6

     You may notice the Sidereal
Times looks a little different this
month.  Wade Douglas, our editor
since May, had to resign from his
position so I volunteered to get the
Times out until a permanent editor
can be found.  I can perform the
mechanical steps necessary to put
the newsletter together but I just
don’t have the same artistic eye.
Wade’s term as editor was short but
he made a big impact on the look
and feel of the newsletter. Wade, on
behalf of the board and the Society,
thank you very much.

     I can continue to get the news-
letter out for a short while but we
need a real editor.  If you think you
might like this position please con-
tact me and let’s talk about it.  The
Sidereal Times is an important part
of the Society.  We can’t let it go
unmanaged.

     The Board made two job reas-
signments this month.  Carl Frisch
turned over the Telescope Curator
assignment to Robbin Pimbley and
Bill Tondreau transferred responsi-
bility of database management to
Elinor Gates. All requests to check
out Society telescopes should now
be directed to Robbin and requests
to update membership information
should be directed to Ellie.  Phone
numbers are listed on page 10.
Many thanks to Carl and Bill for
their past and future contributions
to the Society.

     The Board also formed two

committees this month.  The Nomi-
nating Committee has the assign-
ment of selecting a slate of candi-
dates for the 1997 Board of Direc-
tors (see story on page 9) and the
Awards Committee is evaluating
nominations for the 1997 John Dob-
son and Lieutenant Colonel William
S. Isengard awards (see story on
page 3).  Both of these committees
are actively seeking member input.

     Gordon Pegue, who has served
as our Observatory Director for
quite some time, needs to resign
from this position.  Those of you
that know Gordon know this was a
hard decision for him to make.  He
(and all the members of the Obser-
vatory Committee) have strong
emotional ties to GNTO.  Gordon
has used this position to really make
a difference in the society and he
will be missed.  Members interested
in taking on the responsibility for
GNTO should contact me or Gor-
don directly.

     Finally, I had wanted to follow
up on last month’s ATM Corner
with a piece on focal length and f/
number selection.  The good sup-
ply of material this month and the
lack of time on my part do to put-
ting out the newsletter and prepar-
ing for the Fall ATM class made this
impossible.  I will make every ef-
fort to include it in next month’s
edition.
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CELESTRON • MEADE • TELEVUE

PARKS OPTICAL • UNITRON • HOME DOME
Telescopes • Eyepieces • Mounts • Accessories
Books • Sky Atlases • Observatory Fabrication

On-Site Observatory • Regular Star Parties
Come to the Country Telescope Store and Test

Equipment Under Dark Skies!
834 N. Gabaldon Rd.
Belen, NM 87002
(505) 864-2953

MARK A. NAGRODSKY
OWNER

Hours—Wed & Fri:  6-9 pm  &  Sat:  12-6 pm (Additional Hours by Appointment)
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Continued from front page

Contact

about the discovery of microwave
lasers, or “masers” in the disk of
galaxy NGC-4258 (M-109).  A 36
million solar mass black hole may
lurk in the center!  Work with gravi-
tational lenses for cosmological
purposes was next covered, and by
examining the two lensed images,
the distance to the lensed galaxy
can be determined- independent of
Doppler methods!  The Hubble
constant, age and size of the uni-
verse can then be determined.
Work with the Hubble Deep Field
using the VLA, and some notes
about determining continental drift
using VLA radio methods was cov-
ered.  Dave next gave us an enthu-
siastic report of his experiences
with the filming of “Contact”
(Warner Bros.), based on the Carl
Sagan novel.  Contact is about a
brilliant female radio astronomer-
played by Jodi Foster- who finds
the first unequivocal evidence of
extra-terrestrial life using the VLA.
Dave reported that Hollywood is
very businesslike- no glamour.
Dave’s role was to be a point of con-
tact between the VLA operation
and the studio personnel.  Dave
reported that a perfect duplicate
control room was built in Holly-
wood, for filming there!  Actual
observing logs and schedules were
used in the duplicate.

     Jon Spargo next took the floor
and reported on the new 25 inch f/
5 reflector the Etscorn observatory
(of NMMMT) will soon get.  Then
he gave us his very enthusiastic
report on his role in Contact.  Jon
was actually part of the cast, and
spoke about how filming is quite a
grind.  He told us about how he
and several other VLA workers
approached Jodi Foster for an au-

tograph, only to learn they had
asked the double!  Dave admired
Jodi Foster’s professionalism, as
she did her “homework” on VLA
and SETI research.  Many thanks
to Dave and Jon for visiting!

     Announcements next followed.
Robbin is the new telescope cura-
tor, Ruth Pendley will head the
Dobson and Isengard Award com-
mittees, and Bruce Levin the Of-
ficer Committee.  The usual social
hour wrapped up a great meeting.

Nominations
Sought for Dobson

and Isengard
Awards

     Each October the TAAS Board
of Directors selects a committee to
consider nominations for the John
Dobson and the Lieutenant Colo-
nel William S. Isengard awards.
This year’s committee members are
Ruth Pendley (chair), Allan Green,
and Karina Running Horse.  The
awards will be presented at  the
February general meeting.

     The John Dobson Award is pre-
sented each year to an individual

who has demonstrated a clear and
outstanding record of sustained ac-
tivity in public education through
astronomy.  Past recipients of this
award are John Dobson (1994), Dr.
John McGraw (1995), and Roger
Flegel (1996).

     The Lieutenant Colonel William
S. Isengard Award is presented each
year to recognize an individual’s
exceptional generosity to the Soci-
ety.  Past recipients of this award
are Bill Tondreau (1995) and John
Hockemeier (1996)

     The selection committee is ac-
tively soliciting nominations for
these awards.  Please contact any
of the committee members if you
would like to nominate an indi-
vidual for either award. Phone num-
bers are listed on page 10 of the
newsletter.

- Ruth Pendley

—Kevin McKeown

WANTED:
Mechanical Exclusion Box

RJ11 (Telephone Line)
Call Brock Parker @

298-2792
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NOVEMBER’96
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

26

543

121110

17 18 19

24 25

13 14 15 16

20 21 22 23

6 9

1 2

7 8
•SFCC Observing

•TAAS Observatory
  Committee Mtg

•LAST
  QUARTER
  MOON

•TAAS General Mtg @
Regener Hall (7:00pm)

•UNM Observing

•UNM Observing

•NEW MOON

•UNM Observing

•UNM Observing

•FIRST QUARTER
  MOON
•Leonid Meteor
   Shower

•Alamosa Elem.
   Sch. Star Party
   Call Hot Line for
   More Info

27 28 29 30

•Asteroid Juno
   Stationary

•FULL MOON
THANKSGIVING

•E. ROSS Elem.
   School
   Call Hot Line for
   More Info

Pot Luck on the
Distant Horizon

As you may know, our Decem-
ber Meeting concerns itself
mainly with Eating!  While not
much has been sewn up in the
way of details, our planned date
is Saturday December 14, so
mark it on your calendar and
plan on meeting, greeting, seat-
ing and then EATING!

 - Lisa Wood

Starscapes
Ad

Copy

Orbit Data for
Comet Tabur

The following orbit data (equinox
2000.0) for comet Tabur was ob-
tained from the Sky and Telescope
Web page:

Perihelion date T = 1996 Nov. 3.5078
TT (ET).  Perihelion distance
q = 0.840196 a.u.  Eccentricity e =
1.0.  Inclination  i = 73.3476 deg.
Argument of perihelion  = 57.3613
deg.  Longitude of ascending node
=  31.4222 deg

•TAAS Board Mtg
   (7:00 pm PANDA
   building)

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building
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NOTES:
TAAS=The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society
GNTO=General Nathan
Twining Observatory.  Call Bill
Tondreau @263-5949 to
confirm.
SFCC=Santa Fe Community
College.  Call Brock Parker @
298-2792 to confirm.
UNM=UNM Observatory
observing nights.  Call Brad
Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm.
ATM=Amateur Telescope
Making.  Call Michael Pendley
for information @ 296-0549.

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

26

543

121110

17 18 19

24 25

13 14

15 16 20 21

22 23

6

9

2 7

8

•SFCC Observing

•TAAS Observatory
  Committee Mtg.

•Hanukkah begins

•TAAS Board Mtg
   (7:00 pm PANDA
   building)

•LAST
  QUARTER
  MOON

•TAAS General Mtg
   and Potluck. Location
   TBA. (see article)

•UNM Observing

•UNM Observing

•Geminid meteor
   shower

•NEW MOON

27 28

29 30

•Saturn
   Stationary

DECEMBER’96

1

31

•Mercury at greatest
   e. elongation •Winter Solstice

•Ursid meteor
   shower

•Mercury stationary •Christmas

•FIRST
  QUARTER
  MOON
•Edgewood Ele Sch.
   Star Party Call Hot
   Line for More Info

•FULL
  MOON

Random Acts of Kindness-October

What wonderful members we have in this Society.  Many thanks to
the following:

Financial Donations:
 Connie Acosta (new member) to General Fund
 Henry Baronsky  (new member) to the Observatory Fund
 Stephen Beckwith  (new member) to the Observatory Fund
 Daniel Peters (new member) to the Observatory Fund
 Mark Rumsey to General, Observatory, and Education Funds
 Katherine Rust to the Observatory Fund
 Frederick Weber to the Observatory Fund

Also many thanks to Kevin McKeown for the donation of quite a
few nice astronomy books to the Trivia Quiz “book stash”.

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building
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—Kevin McKeown

BOARD MEETING

vey.  I think they intend to log
something like one million galax-
ies.  The view from this dome over-
looked the Tularosa Valley, and
White Sands.  It was simply breath-
taking!  We could see to Mexico!
Next, we toured the big 3.5 meter

unnamed telescope which will be
used in conjunction with CCD’s
and adaptive optics.  The primary
in this scope employed a light-
weight honeycomb, air condi-
tioned, Pyrex  mirror, which Mike
Pendley ogled at.  The mount was
quite unique, being very light-
weight, open, and it had the capac-

ity to adjust to ambient conditions.
The adaptive optics employed an
ex star-wars (SDI) yellow green la-
ser, which, according to Mike,
could make miller moths that
strayed into the beam “vanish in-
stantly without a trace”.  We vis-
ited the control room, which was
run by Macintosh computers (Mike
appreciated this).  A bowl of really
good local apples awaited us in the
lunchroom.

     We next split up.  The Pendleys
and Hixons went to Alamogordo
for the IMAX show, and I decided
to visit Bill and Myra Galther, and
their new home in Cloudcroft.

     The IMAX show consisted of a
narrated slide show of recent Ve-
nus missions, followed by a presen-
tation called “Powers of 10”, where
the viewer was taken on a trip into
the universe of the small, where
crystals, molecules, atoms, and
subatomic particles were exam-
ined.  Next, the big universe was
presented: earth, the solar system,
our galaxy, and the cosmos.  A la-
ser light show followed.  Linda
Hixon reported she was astonished
when the computerized lasers cre-
ated a big portion of lasagna up on
the ceiling.  This caused everyone
to head for Alamogordo’s only Ital-
ian restaurant after the show (just
kidding).

     Meanwhile, since I was enjoying
the company of the Galther’s so
much, I decided to skip the IMAX
show for real dinner with the
Galther’s (thank you!).  I ate and
drank as much as I could!  Merci-
fully, the moon was gibbous, be-
cause there was no way I was in
condition to stargaze.  Wooow, the
Triple Trip.

     The Board of Directors meeting opened at 7:00 PM, Wednesday, Sep-
tember 24, 1996.   Gordon Pegue reported the previous month’s net mon-
eys as up by $728.76.   He also reported the most new member applications
ever processed (8) and the largest number of donations processed ever (7).
     Mike Pendley reviewed some “triple trip” lessons learned.  The most
serious problem was the time between events.  Discussion of the planetarium
focused on crowd control and record keeping.  Ropes are needed to en-
circle the planetarium and some sort of ticket is needed to allow people to
reserve a time slot.  Barry Gordon pointed out the need for a procedures
manual and for formal usage statistics.  Mike Pendley volunteered to put
together  a  binder for this information.
     Old Business:   UNM paid for their phone line that they needed for
Astronomy Day back in April; $121.77.  Ellie Gates has not heard back from
the T-shirt company.  Mike will ask his wife for the name of the local com-
pany her PTA group used for their T-shirt project.
     New Business:   Gordon Pegue, Karina Running Horse, and Bruce Levin
(Chairperson) volunteered to serve on the nominating committee.    Allen
Green, Karina Running Horse, and Ruth Pendley (Chairperson) volunteered
to serve on the Isengaard/Dobson Award Committee.
     Mike Pendley offered a few ideas for a recognition plan; patches, pins,
baseball caps, etc.  He stated that we need to develop formal ways to recog-
nize volunteer efforts.   A December Potluck Committee (Lisa Wood, Kevin
McKeown, Karina Running Horse, Carl Frisch, Chairperson) was formed.
They will report next month.  Ellie will announce at the general meeting
that Capilla Peak Observatory needs ‘warm bodies’ to help in scientific
research.
     Gordon Pegue stated that the Observatory Committee Meeting would
be held on Tuesday, October 15th at Lisa Wood’s house.  The topic is re-
moval of all materials from GNTO and replacement of the  door.
     A motion was made by Gordon Pegue to send Suzy Chippendale a
complementary newsletter.  Bruce Levin seconded and motion was ap-
proved.
     The scope of the grant/education project was narrowed to a 16" Mead
with CCD camera, laptop computer and repairs to GNTO.

Newsletter articles were assigned and the meeting adjourned at 8:30.

Respectfully submitted,

Steve Snider, Secretary

Continued from Page 2
Tripple Trip
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THE OBSERVER’S PAGE

NOVEMBER MYSTERIES, COMETS,
ECLIPSES, AND HOMEMADE TELESCOPES
November Musings

     On 7 November, 1872, the Mary
Celeste, a brigantine freighter
captained by Benjamin Briggs, set
out from New York Harbor and
sailed for Genoa, Italy.  With a crew
of nine others, she began the jour-
ney across the north Atlantic.  On
the 25th of November, the mate
logged passage somewhere north
of the Azores, and a clear, steel blue
sky later revealed a star filled heav-
ens that showered about twenty
very slow, white to reddish stars
per hour for each crew member.
While this caught their attention, it
didn’t seem unusual.  The next day,
a fresh Atlantic storm lasting a full
day tried the will of the captain and
crew, but the anxiety abated with
afternoon clearing on the 27th, and
the promise of smooth sailing.
However, as the sky became dark,
those aboard the Mary Celeste be-
came aware of something remark-
able: stars fell from the entire fir-
mament by dozens every minute.
By seven P.M.., the sky rained a fire
of perhaps 60,000 stars per hour,
some as bright as Venus or even a
half moon, and these left vivid
green trails.  Now terror struck the
crew.  With each successive hour,
the star storm continued.  By 11
P.M.., Captain Briggs determined
that Judgment was at hand, and
ordered the deaths of all aboard.
The Mary Celeste, now without a
crew and wholly adrift, wandered
aimlessly southeast.  She was
found off Spain, and boarded by
the crew of the sailing ship Dei Gra-
tia on December 4.  All evidence
suggested that the captain and

crew of the Mary Celeste left hur-
riedly.

     Could the great Andromedid
(“Bielid”) meteor storm of Novem-
ber 27, 1872 have been responsible
for the most famous ghost ship
enigma?  Quite possibly!  The
Andromedid meteor stream was
associated with lost comet Biela,
and put on meteor storms in 1872,
and again on November 27, 1885.
The meteors were described as gen-
erally faint, pointy, white, very
slow, and their paths could be
traced back to near gamma An-
dromeda.  The Bielid stream is now
virtually extinct due to perturba-
tions and subsequent dispersal
from both Earth and Jupiter, but
you can still catch about one or two
per hour from late October to early
December.  For the 1872 event,
western Europe was clear and it is
likely those aboard the Mary
Celeste- if yet present- witnessed
the display.  Captain Briggs was a
fundamentalist Christian, and
probably others of the crew were
also.  The mate’s entry of Novem-
ber 25th established the presence of
the crew at least up to then.  Since
no one has ever offered a suitable
explanation, the meteoric hypoth-
esis I offer here seems as likely a
fate for the Mary Celeste as any
other.  Support for this idea comes
from the Great Leonid meteor
storm of November 17, 1966.  This
storm did generate suicidal
thoughts in some who confused the
show for Judgment Day.  I spoke
with a woman who observed the
1966 event in western US: she re-
lated how her parents considered

suicide- but the 1966 Leonid storm
was quickly over, and dawn inter-
fered.  Meteoroic storms terrify
those who are ignorant of the phe-
nomenon.

     The Bielid storms lasted far
longer however: perhaps six hours
for the 1872 event, and perhaps fif-
teen hours for the 1885 event.  Fur-
thermore, in 1872 and 1885, visual
Bielid rates greater than about 100
meteors per hour occurred over
perhaps three or four nights con-
secutively!  By the way, the 1885
Bielid display is considered to be
the greatest recorded meteoroic
storm, and was seen from India to
America, with (all sky) peak rates
of perhaps 85,000 meteors per hour
for eastern Europe.  Also, watch for
Leonid meteors this November 16,
17, and 18: this stream is still active
and could produce strong activity
this year!

     Another November mystery in-
volves the constellation of Cetus
the whale.  At mid evening, we can
watch the sea monster rise tail first
marked by the bright second mag-
nitude star Deneb Kaitos, which is
Arabic for “Tail of the Whale”.  The
body of the whale continues east
and up towards the famous red
variable Mira, and his nose is
marked by alpha, or Menkar,
(“nose of the whale”), well to the
east northeast.   Even though the
ancient Arabic astronomers clearly
delineate the whale, two problems
exist with this form.  The most im-
portant is the observation- under
clean black skies- that a better
whale shape fits the given stars if
Cetus is backwards.  Okay, you all
like “connect the dots” games
right?  Sure!  Bear with me on this,
it really is serious.  Referring to

Continued on Page 8
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your Tirion or Norton’s star atlas,
connect in this order:  alpha Ceti-
omicron Tauri-zeta Tauri-4 Tauri-5
Tauri-lambda Ceti-mu Ceti-upsilon
Arietis-upsilon-1 Ceti-upsilon-2
Ceti-nu Ceti-gamma Ceti-delta
Ceti.  This makes for a very good
tail of a whale, if we borrow sev-
eral stars from Taurus and Aries
which lie very close to the bound-
aries of Cetus.  One can just imag-
ine the flukes slashing the waters
of the autumn sky!  The stars theta,
eta, iota, beta, tau, and zeta Ceti
form or mark the body of the
whale.  The second problem with
the current whale has to do with a
curiosity involving the constella-
tions- that is, most, if not all of the
constellation figures rise head first
in the east, and set head first.  I sus-
pect this was by design- intention-
ally rigged by those who formu-
lated our familiar starry figures.
The current Cetus clearly violates
this design.  In the September is-
sue, I wrote about the “realm of the
multiples”.  This field of naked eye
multiple stars is located immedi-
ately to the west of Cetus.  I sug-
gested they represented either a
flock of sheep or a school of min-
nows.  The Cetus figure I see would
be a killer whale, dolphin, or shark
chasing into a school of minnows!
The realm of multiples was a school
of fish.  Amazing!

     The last idea involves Pisces the
fish.  The two linear star cords hold-
ing the fishes together meet at al-
pha Piscium.  These lines delineate
an acute angle known historically
as the “Angle of Pisces”.  It is
marked by the stars eta-omicron-
alpha-nu-mu-zeta Piscium.  (Con-
nect the dots again.)  What is the

significance of the Angle?  Well, the
Vernal Equinox once lay here, as
the ecliptic cuts across the Angle.
The Vernal equinox is the point
where the sun lies each March 21
or 22- the first day of spring.  It is
not fixed to the stars, rather, our
precessing pole causes it to migrate
westward along the ecliptic.  Many
thousands of years ago it lay within
the stars of Aries (the “First Point
In Aries”).  But, to the Greeks, it lay
in or near the stars of the Angle.
Indeed, by 400 BC, alpha Piscium
was in conjunction with the vernal
equinox!  Furthermore, the 28 de-
gree measure of The Angle is close
to the angle between the equator
and the ecliptic- 23 1/2 degrees!
Undoubtedly, someone long ago
formed the starry “Angle of Pisces”
because they understood the rela-
tionship of the equator to the eclip-
tic, and identified the Vernal Equi-
nox with alpha Piscium.

September 26th Lunar Eclipse
     Although clouds interfered,
those in the central valley got to see
the event more or less okay.  Many
of you had a good look from UNM
Campus Observatory.  I was at La
Joya, and had good looks through
the clouds.  This was the brightest
total lunar eclipse I can recall since
1968!  The mid eclipse magnitude
of the moon seemed to exceed that
of Jupiter by one magnitude.   I’m
guessing -3.5 at mid totality, but
clouds prevented any good esti-
mates.  The totally eclipsed moon
was so bright it actually illumi-
nated nearby clouds!  By the way,
the color of the moon was a frosty
yellow-orange which graded to an
orange glow on the side of the
moon deepest in the umbra.

Comet Updates
     Comet Tabur provided a very
nice show as it sped through the
stars of southern Ursa Major in

early to mid October.  It was simi-
lar to the globular cluster M-22 in
size and magnitude, and sported a
short anti-solar tail.  The coma color
was a distinct blue green.  Comet
Hale-Bopp is showing remarkable
development!  By mid October the
magnitude was just about 4.9, and
the coma was highly asymmetrical.
A two degree long highly fanned
tail was seen.  Hale Bopp is ex-
tremely dusty!!!  Already the inner
coma is deep orange yellow- the
hallmark of a lot of dust!  This is a
very good sign, and suggests Hale
Bopp will be somewhat brighter
and better than predicted!

The Fireball
     On the evening of October 3rd,
a fragmenting fireball was ob-
served in the skies over New
Mexico.  It was described as a train
of yellowish sparks, and looked
like some kind of fourth of July
rocket.  Helix Fairweather and
Robbin Pimbley were lucky
enough to see it.  About one and
one half hours later, another fire-
ball was observed over California.
It ended in an explosion over
Maricopa County that some said
turned night into day!  Well, ac-
cording to Mark Boslaugh of
Sandia NL, these two fireballs were
produced by the same object!  In its
heliocentric orbit, the object first
intercepted earth at about 8:30
MDT over New Mexico, in a graz-
ing manner, and bounced back into
space.  The object was decelerated
into a geocentric orbit, and at about
9:00 P.M.. PDT, after one orbit, it re-
encountered the earth and termi-
nated over central California.

UNM, October 11th:
     We had exceptional seeing dur-
ing fading twilight which allowed

Continued on Page 9
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exquisite views of Jupiter and Sat-
urn in Carl’s and Robbin’s (yes
brand new) 10 inch telescope.
Robbin ground and polished the
primary mirror, and built the scope
as a member of Mike Pendley’s sec-
ond mirror grinding class.  It is of
very high quality- 1/8th to 1/10th
wave- and it afforded exquisite
detail on Jupiter that included a
satellite shadow, belt detail, and
clean disks of those Galilean satel-
lites visible.
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Nominating
Committee in

Search of a Few
Stellar Officers

Bruce Levin, Karina Running
Horse, and Gordon Pegue volun-
teered at the last board meeting to
serve as the nominating committee
for upcoming officers to serve the
Society during 1997.  Bruce agreed
to chair the committee.  This com-
mittee is in the process of search-
ing for qualified Society members
willing to lead and serve the Soci-
ety as officers.
     The committee will make a mo-
tion at the 1997 January annual
meeting of TAAS by presenting a

slate of recommended individuals.
The office positions will be Presi-
dent, Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer.
     If any member has a strong de-
sire to serve as an officer on the
board and would like to be consid-
ered for nomination by the nomi-
nating committee, please contact
Bruce, Karina, or Gordon at the
next two board meetings, the No-
vember or December general So-
ciety meetings, or phone us at our
homes (our numbers are on the
Society Staff address page of the
Newsletter).  A resume of your in-
terests, skills, and qualifications
will be very valuable (Ph.D.
knowledge in astronomy is NOT
required!).

 — Bruce Levin

- Kevin McKeown

The Kids’ Corner
by Lindsay Wood

Pick A Star Name!!!

Hey, kids:  here are some stars with some very cool and weird
names.  Actually most stars have many names, in many different
languages. Why not pick one for yourself? You could look it up on
a star map to find it.  Or you could choose a family star that every-
one could find.  Our family star is “Segin”, the first star in the W
(Cassiopeiae).  That stands for Wood, of course.  At the end of this
column see what name my mom picked especially for me.

Luckiest of the Lucky (Sadalsuud-Beta Aquaruis)
Star of Mighty Destiny (Kakkab Namma- Beta Aquarii)
Golden Earth (Kahi Nub- Alpha Argo Navis)
Camel Stallion (El Fahl- Alpha Argo Navis)
Messenger of Light (Dil-gan- Alpha Arietes)
Lord of Created Beings (Praja-pati- Beta Aurigae)
Sparkling (Sirius- Alpha Canis Majoris)
The Barker (Hannabeah- Alpha Canis Majoris)
Foo Loo (By-path- Delta Cassiopeiae)
Dragon’s Head (Beta Draconis)
Proudly Marching One (Gamma Geminorium)

My Star Name?  Delta Pegasi, also known as “Hindmost Loiterer.”

Telescope For Sale

Clestron C-5 telescope. 1250mm,
f/10 with 9mm, 12mm, 18mm, and
25mm eye pieces, barlo, counter
weights, star diagonal, and hard
case.  The clock driven equatorial
mount is home made but much bet-
ter than the original.  Excellent con-
dition.  Please call Jeanne House at
294-6147 for more information.

Continued from Page 8
Observer’s
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DUES:  Please note the expiration date on your mail-
ing label.  If you are due for mimbership renewal, you
may send your dues by mail to our newsletter return
address with your check written out to The Albu-
querque Astronomical Society or give your check to
the Treasurer (Gordon Pegue) at the next meeting.
Please include the membership application that is sent
with your newsletter when it is time to renew.  NOTE:
Discount magazine subscriptions to Sky and Telescope
($27/12 issues), Astronomy ($18/12 issues) and CCD
Astronomy ($20/4 issues) as well as discounts on books
from Sky Publishing Corporation are available when
purchased by TAAS members through our society.
Include any of the above magazine renewal mailers
and subscription payments as part of your renewal
check (We recommend you renew 1-2 months early
to ensure uninterrupted magazine subscriptions.).
Membership dues are $20.00 per year plus $3.00 per
year for each additional family member.  Also avail-
able for qualified applicants is an Educator Member-
ship—contact a Board Member for details.  Member-
ship Packets cost $3.50 each for new members or re-
newing members without a packet.  Contact the Trea-
surer for more information.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES/ADVERTISEMENTS:
Articles, personal astronomical classified advertise-
ments and business card size advertisements for busi-
nesses related to astronomy can be submitted within
3 days after the latest Society general meeting for
publication in the following Sidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  Times.  Rates
for business card size ads are $10/ad/issue or $7/
ad/issue for 6 consecutive issues or $5/ad/issue for
12 consecutive issues.  The newsletter editor reserves
the right to include and/or edit any article or adver-
tisement.  ***ASCII files uploaded to the TAAS BBS
newsletter file section are preferred.  Contact the
Newsletter Editor (Mike Pendley) for more informa-
tion.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that the Sider ea lSide r ea lSide r ea lSide r ea lSide r ea l

TimesTimesTimesTimesTimes is mailed at a non-profit organization bulk mail
rate.  As a result, the newsletter will NOT be for-
warded to your new address should you move!!
Please provide the Secretary (Steve Snider) with your
new mailing address to ensure that you receive your
newsletter.

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the Librarian (Lisa
Wood) to check out a book or make a contribution.

TAAS BBS:  Set your computer’s modem to 8N1 and
call 867-4295 any time of day or night.

TAAS on the World Wibe Web:
http://www.phys.unm.edu/~egates/TAAS/
taas.html

Non-Board Members

TAAS Hot Line Phone Number is 296-0549


